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Zones Teams with Samsung to Offer Secure Mobile Solutions via the KNOX Security Platform

Zones and Samsung Provide Secure Solutions for the Mobile Enterprise Workforce


KNOX is a multi-layered security technology that enables a secure and productive workspace for mobile professionals. Since its availability in September 2013, the KNOX platform has found wide acceptance around the world.

As a Platinum Reseller, Zones is authorized to provide the KNOX platform to organizations across a broad array of industries that rely on mobile devices in their corporate IT infrastructures.

“Zones is committed to helping customers select the most appropriate mobile solution for their business, and in today’s environment, security is at the cornerstone of this requirement. We are proud to offer Samsung KNOX to our customers,” said Greg Parsonson, vice president of Partner and Product Marketing at Zones. “Security is of paramount importance to all users, whether they are on a laptop, tablet or any other mobile device. Samsung KNOX offers a secure platform on which our customers can rely, extending and securing their enterprise and mobile infrastructures.”

Samsung KNOX provides leading device security, data and application protection technology used by industries around the globe. Key features of Samsung KNOX include:

- Multi-layered security built from the hardware up: KNOX offers a comprehensive set of defense-grade security features including rooting prevention and detection, real-time kernel protection, remote attestation, ARM TrustZone-based key store and certificate management and generalized VPN support including SSL and IPSec, On-Device Encryption and SE for Android and two-factor biometric authentication.
• Government certifications: KNOX has a growing list of demonstrated compliance certifications within the highly-regulated government and defense markets worldwide. No other android device can claim this level of acceptance. These certifications include MDFPP Common Criteria (NIAP), FIPS 104-2 Level 1 (NIST), STIG (DISA), UK EUD Security Guidance (CESG) and Finnish Security Auditing Criteria (FICORA).

• Separation of work and play with a hardware root of trust: KNOX provides a completely secure area on the device for work usage separate from the personal area of the device. The security properties of data and application protection of KNOX stem from a hardware layer root of trust built in during the device manufacturing process.

• Secure applications within the KNOX workspace: While all Android applications run in the KNOX workspace, KNOX allows custom designed applications to take advantage of TrustZone-based security features for applications to effortlessly leverage features like Trusted User Interface and biometric authentication.

About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. is a global leader in technology, opening new possibilities for people everywhere. Through relentless innovation and discovery, we are transforming the worlds of TVs, smartphones, tablets, PCs, cameras, home appliances, printers, LTE systems, medical devices, semiconductors and LED solutions. We employ 286,000 people across 80 countries with annual sales of US$216.7 billion. To discover more, please visit www.samsung.com.

About Zones
Zones, Inc., supports business, healthcare, the public sector and specialty markets by applying innovative technology solutions across a variety of specializations including networking, security, software, storage, mobility, data center and virtualization. Zones holds the highest levels of technical certification from every key solution provider we represent, including Cisco Gold, EMC Velocity Premier, Dell Server and Storage Technical, IBM System and Storage Technical, HP Enterprise Networking and VMware Infrastructure, among others. Zones is an eight-time recipient of the Microsoft Excellence in Operations award, and was also recognized as the 2013 Microsoft Partner of the Year for Volume Licensing. Incorporated in 1988, Zones is headquartered in Auburn, Wash. and is a certified MBE company.

For additional information, visit www.zones.com or call (800) 408-9663.
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